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Pluss A detailed review has been made of the testimoniés published 2. 
in the "Hearings before the President's Commission on the Assassination ="") 4 _ 

oo 

of President Kennedy" by each of the members of the Physics and 545 = : me js 

Chemistry Section of the Laboratory who testified or furnished *:-~-,. } f 7 a 

depositions, and by each such member of the Document Section. _ OR i co 

o _ | This review revealed numerous typographical errors and ee : 

misspellings which were obviously caused during the editing and --*- 

printing of this material, These errors are of little consequence and_ 

do not alter the tenor of the testimony. Detailed listing attached." 
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The only substantial error noted appears on page 517, ” 

paragraph 6 of Volume XIV, pertaining to the polygraph examination =" 

of Jack L, Ruby by SA Herndon of the Laboratory. This error consists — 

of the omission by the printer of page 43 of the original testimony ~ 4 

transcript. A copy of this transcript page is attached hereto for -* * > 

record purposes, Since the testimony has already been printed and =~ ~ S 

the omission does not seriously change the substance of the testimony, © foS 

calling this error to the official attention of the Warren Commission does 4 =" - 
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Deposition of SA John F, Gallaghe 
Volume XV, pages 746 ~ 752 

Fage 747, paragraph 6 
Hearings: eee this js ‘the: form... 
Edited testimony 

wo sere See oe Pe. 

Page 747, paragraph 13 
Hearings: vee Can be used to determined...' 
Edited testimony: * *,..can be used in certain 

to determine, ..® : 

Page 741, paragraph : 22 « 
Hearings: official | Bureau report.". 
Edited” testimony: ",..official report," 

“Page 749, paragraph 19° 
Hearings *,.ethese cases were made... 
Edited testimony: 

750, paragraph 17 
Hearings: ", , .dispheny Ibenzadene. .« 
Edited testimony: "+ +«dyphenylbenzidine, 

751, paragraph Woe ES ee cea 
Hearings: "However, the significance... 
Edited Festinony; ‘However, in view of the data 

: obtained from the back of the. 
casts, the significance..." 

  

      

    

  

   


